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NOTES ON A TOMB OPENED AT JEBATA, AND ON
MONUMENTS FOUND AT NABLOUS.
BY LAURENCE 0LIPHANT.
HAIFA, 21st January, 1H85.
received intelligence from a native that the villagers of Jebata
(Sheet 5, M. i) while excavating for stone for their building operations,
had unearthed what he termed a subterranean abode, but which I conjectured to be a tomb, I proceeded to that place in order to examine it.
The sheikh and most of the villagers accompanied me to the spot ; here
they had laid bare a flight of nine stone steps leading down to an open
court about 6 feet square-the niches formed of cemented masonry, the
stones averaging 2 feet by 18 inches, but in some instances exceeding those
dimensions. The height from the debris which had accumulated on the
floor to the top of the masonry was about 11 feet, above which were 2 feet
of soil. From this open court a passage 3 feet long, 2 feet 6 inches wide,
and 5 feet high, marked A in the plan (Section BC), led to a chamber 14 feet
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long, 8 feet broad, and 8 feet 6 inches high, the walls consisting of plain
chiselled stones set with mortar in courses of from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches
in height. This chamber differs from the very few hitherto discovered
in Palestine, and which seem confined to Galilee, in that the stones are set
in mortar. On the left of the chamber was a single koka, which had been
a good deal destwyed by the recent excavations of the villagers, but the
chamber itself was in perfect order, and in fact in such good condition
that it was diffiL'ult to realise that it was an ancient construction. The
roof was vaulted, and of solid masonry. In the centre of the east wall
was an entrance, D, exactly corresponding to the one marked A, excepting
that the passage was 7 feet 6 inches in length. It led into a chamber
hewn out of the solid rock, 12 feet by 10 feet 6 inches and 6 feet 6 inches
in height ; this contained three kokim and a loculus under an arcosoliurn,
but the side of the loculus, as well as thc,se of the kokim, had been much
injured. The villagers told -as that they had found bones in the loculus, and
some fragments of pottery in this chamber. Not far from these tombs was
another similar excavation, the entrance to which presented the appearance
of that to an ordinary cave; but on entering it we found ourselves in
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a small circular rock-hewn chamber, the floor so covered with rubble that
it was not possible to stand upright. In the centre of the roof was an aperture
18 inches square, carefully hewn, and from it led a passage of masonry,
the stones, also set in mortar, 2 feet 6 inches broad, and about 5 feet to
the point where it was completely choked with earth; had we been able
to spare the time to excavate we should have found probably that it led
into a tomb. The entrance to this passage was almost completely blocked
by the handsome capital of an Ionic column, the column itself 18 inches in
diameter. On further examining the stones strewn in the vicinity, and
some of which we were told by the natives they had unearthed, we found
one on which was carved a seven-branched candlestick, one which may have
served as a keystone, a sarcophagus, several fragments of columns, and a
monolith standing 10 feet from the debris at its base, with grooves and
lots similar to others which I have seen at Dubil on Carmel, but taller,
I can only imagine it to have formed part of some olive-pressing machinery.
In the neighbouring rocks were vats and winepresses. It is not unlikely
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that next summer the natives will undertake further quarrying operations, when new discoveries may be brought to light, the more especially
as all the existing indications go to show that Jebata, the ancie1;t
Gabatha, must formerly have been a place of some importance.
I have been fortunate in obtaining a glimpse of some monumems
recently discovered during some municipal improvements now in progreHs
at Nablous, which are destined for the Museum at Constantinople, and of
which I send you such hurried and imperfect sketches as I was able to
take, with copies of inscriptions. They were in such positions that it was
extremely difficult to take squeezes, nor were the conditions propitious
for my doing so. The one which I forward was of an inscription much
defaced, on which I can only make out the words TON TPinO~,
but perhaps others may be more successful. Many of the letters in the
other inscriptions were so much effaced as to be rendered doubtful, and I
have left them imperfect ; but it will not be difficult, with more time than
I have been able to give to them, to make the necessary corrections. The
monuments which I have seen consist of two statues, one of a draped male
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figure, life size ; the head, right arm, and feet were missing. The other was
a smaller draped male figure, the head and feet of which were also missing.
The most interesting object was a triangular pedestal, 40 inches high, with
Rlightly curved sides 22 inches long, and squared angles 8 inches across.
The three sides contained six tableaux in basso relievo, one of them a
good deal mutilated, representing, amongst others, incidents in the life and
la hours of Hercules, in whose honour possibly the statue which once stood
upon the pedestal was erected. The first tableau represents a figure in a

( hariot struggling apparently with a hydra. .Above this, on the upper
moulding of the cornice, was the inscription (marked .A)-

~i,iNIOl:9HKENAT91AOl:EK~;i*~il:Al:

N EKEN ENT9YnOAEl:l:l NAPil::l;_~~~l:KENAnAl:l N
Below this (marked B) was the following :-

KAAAEIKAIMEIF9TI-

-KAIXAPI:EINncOcf>EPON

and below this (C)-

TOYinr·KAI·ArON IFO·I-

-AIAMETAI·KAI~J?.;i2~1 H9EN

The lower section represented three draped figures standing : on their
right a nude male figure standing ; at their feet a prostrate nude male
figure; above them was the inscription (D)-

tJJi;.~;~j;_~TONAXEAflON
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The upper section of the next side represented Leto Apollo and
Artemis, with their names above them in the following order:-

APTEMil:
Nude to the waist.

An0/\1\fiN
Nude right arm over Artemis's shoulder, with
a cloak hanging down
his back and over his
arm.

/\HTn
Completely draped,
with a snake apparently on the left.

The lower section of this side represented five figures, behind a group
of four figures, of w horn two were naked men wrestling, the other two
were naked, one standing with outstretched arm, and one on a sort of
stool ; above them the iiiBcription. partly illegible,-

TAfl'%~

PITONME

and over some of the figures were the letters, NfiT I·YPO
On the third side, which I had no opportunity of sketching, on the
upper section, under the words TPOcJ>OI HPAK/\Hl:, was a nude
infant struggling with a serpent between two draped female figuresevidently Hercules strangling the serpents sent against him by Hera. On
the lower section of this side, ·and under the words 9HL EY~
rNnPIL MATA, was a much defaced nude figure on the left,
supporting what seemed to be a full sack, and on the right three draped
figures.
I understand that they are continuing to find objects of interest at
Nablous, which I trust shortly to have an opportunity of going to examine.

THE PASSAGE OF THE ISRAELTTES ACROSS THE
RED SEA.
BY SIR JoHN CoooE.
THE Quarterly $tatement for April of last year contained an interesting
article by Professor Hull, of Dublin, on "The Relatioi!B of Land and Sea
in the Isthmus of Suez at the time of the Exodus," wherein he deals with
the question of the actual position of the passage of the Red Sea by the
Children of Israel
Professor Hull justly remarks that, according to the present position of
land and water, there is a direct land way across into the "wilderness of
Etham," and he asks whether, if at the time of the Exodus the physical
conditions of the district north of Suez had been the same as they are now
(of course he disregards for the moment the existence of the Suez Canal),
there would have been cause for the cry of despair from the Israelites, or

